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We consider stochastic processes Z = (Zr)ro,m,, on a general state space, having a certain periodic 
regeneration property: there is an increasing sequence of random times (S,); such that the post-S, 
process is conditionally independent of S,,, , S, given (S, mod 1) and the conditional distribu- 
tion does not depend on n. Our basic condition is that the distributions P,(A) = 
WS,+, -S, E AIS, = s), s E [0, l), have a common component that is absolutely continuous w.r.t. 
Lebesgue measure. Then Z has the following time-homogeneous regeneration property: there 
exists a discrete aperiodic renewal process T = (T,,): such that the post-T, process is independent 
of To, , T,, and its distribution does not depend on n ; this yields weak ergodicity. Further, the 
Markov chain (S, mod 1); has an invariant distribution TV,,,) and it holds that T,,,, - T,, has 
finite first moment if and only if m =I m(P,) v[,,,,(ds)<co where m(P,) is the first moment of 
p,; this yields periodic ergodicity. Also, some distributional properties of To and T,,,, - T, are 
established leading to improved ergodic regults. Finally, a uniform key periodic renewal theorem 
is derived. 
periodicity * regeneration * renewal theory * ergodicity 
1. Introduction 
A renewal process is an increasing Markov chain and, conversely, a Markov chain 
S = (S,); on [0, ~0) satisfying So< S, 6 * . . and lim,,, S,, = a as. might be viewed 
as a non-time-homogeneous ‘renewal process’: the recurrence times X,,,, = S,,,, -S,, 
may depend on the latest ‘renewal time’ S,,. Let P(s, +), s E[O, a), be the transition 
probabilities and call P, = P( s, s + * ) the recurrence distribution at s. If S is a renewal 
process then P, is independent of s and we write P, = F. 
The asymptotics of increasing Markov chains are investigated in [lo] and [ 111; 
here we take a closer look at the case when the non-time-homogeneity is periodic, i.e. 
P(l+s, l+.)=P(s;), SE[O,cO), 
or equivalently, with s mod 1 = s -[s], 
P* = P* mod I, s E [O, co), 
(for convenience we take the period to be one). 
(I) 
(I’) 
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More generally, [lo] and [ 1 l] deal with non-time-homogeneous regeneratiue pro- 
cesses, namely measurable stochastic processes Z = (Z,)t,,,-, on a general state space 
(E, 8) defined on the same probability space, (0, 9, P), as S and satisfying for each 
AE% [oxm)O %‘[O, ~0)~ and n 2 0 
W(&,,Z, (Sn+, - S,);r=,) E Also,. . . , S,) =p(AIS,) 
where &,,Z = the post-S, process = (Zs,,+,)to,,Y) and p(Al . ) is a measurable function 
from [0, ~0) to [0, 11. S, are the regeneration times, Z is of the type p( .I. ), 9&.,., is 
the class of all such processes, and C&.i.,( .) the sub-class satisfying the condition 
( .). Z is time-homogeneous if p(. Is) = p( .) independently of s E [0, co). Here we 
assume that Z is periodic: 
~(.I~)=p(+rnod I), SE[O,~O). (2) 
For an example of a periodically regenerative process consider the queue length 
process in a queuing system where the inter-arrival and service times depend on 
when during a period the latest arrival took place (see Asmussen and Thorisson 
[2]); the regeneration times are S, = the time of the (n + 1)th arrival to an idle system. 
A well known special case is the queue with periodic Poisson arrivals and i.i.d. 
service times, see Harrison and Lemoine [7]. Another situation where the results of 
this paper may apply is considered by Bohme in [4] dealing with periodic Markov 
transition probabilities. 
The basic condition throughout this paper will be that the common component 
of the P,--denoted /\$rlO,l, P,-is nonsingular (in other words: the P, have a 
nontrivial common component that is absolutely continuous w.r.t. Lebesgue 
measure). When S is a renewal process this reduces to the well known condition 
that F is nonsingular; our key periodic renewal theorem, Theorem 10 in Section 6, 
is more or less the periodic counterpart of Theorem 1 in Arjas, Nummelin and 
Tweedie [l]. For further references see [l]. 
The plan of the paper is as follows: After establishing notation in Section 2, we 
prove in Section 3-employing an idea originating from Nummelin [9] and Athreya 
and Ney [3]-that Z can be viewed as a time-homogeneous regenerative process 
with regeneration times T = (T,,): forming an aperiodic discrete renewal process; 
this yields a tendency to forget initial conditions as time passes (weak ergodicity). 
The problem concerning the existence of an equilibrium delay distribution for S is 
treated in Section 4; this yields a tendency towards periodic equilibrium (periodic 
ergodicity). Section 5 deals with the distributional properties of the delay and 
recurrence distribution of T rendering some improved ergodic results. Finally, in 
Section 6 we derive the key periodic renewal theorem. 
For an interesting application of the results of this paper see Jagers and Nerman 
[8], a paper dealing with population growth in periodically varying environment 
and relying on this paper much as traditional branching processes uses renewal 
theory. In fact the work behind the present paper started with that problem. 
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2. Notation 
Let cp be a measurable function from [0, co) to [0, 00) and X a nonnegative random 
variable with distribution E The cp moment of X and F is m,(X) = m,(F) = 
s P(X) dF(x). If P(X) = x0 write m,(F) = m,(F) and call if the (Y moment ; for a = 1 
write m(F) = m,(F). If there is a p E (1,00) such that 5 px dF(x) < ~0 then X, or F, 
has finite geometric moment. 
With X, X’ nonnegative random variables with distributions F, F’, let X =D X’, 
X =DF’, etc. denote F= F’; X sD X’ etc. denote F(x, CO] < F’(x, CO] for all x E 
[O,co): X<X’ etc. denote 3c,x,~[O,a?): F(x,~]scF’(x,oo] for all XE[X~,CO); 
l~(x)=1orOaccordingasx~Aorx~A;x+A={x+y:y~A};6,=themeasure 
with unit mass at x; pas /1 denote that pO(A) s p(A) for all A in the a-algebra on 
which the measures p. and p are defined (e.g. A\s~[o,lJ P, s P, for all x E [0, 1)); p, 
denote the restriction of p to A; if P is a measure on [0, a) put p(t) = p[O, t] and 
define elp on [0, ~0) by erp = p( t + .); let x v y = max{x, y}; x+ = x v 0; [x] = integer 
part of x; 54 = Lebesgue measure restricted to A; 11 VII = sup, v(A) - inf, v(A) = total 
variation norm of the signed measure V; ]I ~11~ =total variation norm of v restricted 
to A. 
Let Px denote the distribution of the random element X. Call a class of stochastic 
processes .3 weakly ergodic if lim,,, I] PO,= - PO,zfll = 0 for all 2 and Z’E 2:; ergodic 
if lim,,, IIpo,z-/-ll=o f or all ZE 3, where p is the distribution of a stationary 
process; periodically ergodic if this holds with t restricted to a lattice and p the 
distribution of a periodically stationary process. Further, 537 is weakly ergodic 
(ergodic, periodically ergodic) of order cp if lim,,, p(t)11 PO,= - Pe,z~ll = 0; of order a 
if lim,,, ta II PO,= - Pe,zCll = 0; of geometric order if there exists a p E (1, ~0) such that 
lim I+m p’l( PO,z - PJ = 0. Finally, the ergodicity is uniform if these results hold 
uniformly over 5%. 
Let (a, 5, P) be large enough to support all the random elements encountered 
below; let [E denote expectation. Call X0= So the delay and G = Px,, the delay 
distribution; write PG and IEG to indicate this. Suppose (%,,)F is an increasing 
sequence of sub-u-algebras of 9 satisfying u{S,},” c 9,,. Then Z is regenerative w.r.t. 
(9”); if W(&Z, (S,+k - S,)F=‘=,) E Al%,,) =p(AIS,,). A random measure 5 on [0, cc) 
is regenerative if ( 6JsnzJ, (Sri+++ - S,)F=,) is conditionally independent of So,. . . , S,, 
given S, and the conditional distribution does not depend on n. 
Let N(. ) be the point process defined by N(A) = CT=o lA(S,,), A E B[O, co). Put 
N, = N[O, t] = inf{n: S, > t} and S_, = sup 0= --00 and observe that SN,_, = 
sup{& s t}. Let V(t) = SN,_ - t = inf{S,, - t a 0) be the forward recurrence time at t 
and note that ( V( n ))? is a time-homogeneous Markov chain, due to the periodicity, 
and V(0) = So =D G. Call a distribution G, an equilibrium delay distribution for S, 
if G, is an invariant distribution for (V (n)): or, equivalently, G = G, renders N 
periodically stationary: 8,N = D N, n 2 0. 
Let P(s, * ), P, and p(. Is) be defined for s E (-00, 0) by (l), (1’) and (2) 
respectively. Let P”(s, . ) be the n-step transition probabilities, P: = P”( s, s + . ) the 
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Proof of Theorem l(a). In Lemma 1 put d = [ to] + 3 ; also we may assume that c < 1 1 
Let Ao, A,, . . . be i.i.d. random variables with distribution f( &d-2 + ad_,) and indepen- 
dent of (Z, S); the An’s are needed only to ensure the aperiodicity of T. Define a 
regenerative process 2 by z, = (2, V( t ), AN,) ; denote the type jj( - 1. ) and the state 
- - 
space (E, 8). It is clear that the non-time-homogeneity is periodic and that 2 is 
regenerative w.r.t. %n = c{(&, Ak)}:, n 2 0. 
Define a Markov chain ((s,,, I&)): by 
6.1, &I) = (So, A,) 
and for n=O 
TV”+,, &I+,) = (S,“+,, A, ) wheie L,+1 = [$,I+ 1-t B,+,. n 
Clearly NL, is a stopping time w.r.t. (F&)z and [lo, Proposition 1.1(a)] yields 
P( 0g-g E Aj.FNLn) = $A x[O, w)~/&) = p(A x[O, mfml& mod l), 
A E @O.=‘). 
Since a{($, &)): c .5FNLn a_nd since (s,+, - s,,)?==, is determined by 0,.? this renders 
Z regenerative w.r.t. (T{(& &.))t, pt 20, with 9, as regeneration times, and the 
non-time-homogeneity is periodic. 
Define a sequence of overshoots (V,); by 
V,=S,=S, 
and for na0 
V n+l= VNLn((-V, mod 1)+&+,)=%+1-L,+1. 
Then 
n-1 
Due to the periodicity (( V,,, Bn))o m is a Markov chain; the transition probabilities 
Q %a satisfy 
Qs,a(.~{b})=4H~,modIf,(-smodI)+b, =[OF) and 
a,bE{d-2,d-1) 
Since (--s mod 1) + b E [to, d] Lemma 1 yields 
QI.,=qHoOS(sd-2+8d-,)+(l-q)~s.a (3) 
where f&+ are the transition probabilities on [0, a) x{d -2, d - l} defined by 
6*,, = - 1 J q (Qs,, - 4Ho 0 %6--Z+ K-1)). (4) 
Consider formula (3), forget (0, 9, IF’) for the moment and add a O-l-variable I, 
to the pair (V,,, B,) to indicate whether or not the component #Z, 0 i(&_-2+ &_,) 
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governs the transition from (V+,, B,_,) to (V,, B,). More precisely, let 
(( V,, B,, I,,)); be a Markov chain on [0, 00) x {d - 2, d - l} x (0, 1) with initial distri- 
bution G @i( 6d_2 + sd_,) 0 So and transition probabilities Q,y,o,i defined by 
for all s E [0, a), a E {d -2, d - 1) and ZE (0, 1). Now [lo, Construction 1.11 allows 
us to assume that the In’s are defined on (0, 9, P) and that 
2 and (I,); are conditionally independent given ((V,, B,)):. (9 
Observe that Qs,0,i depends on (s, a, i) only through (s mod 1) ; thus, with 9” = 
g{( V,, &, Zk)}g = a{(%, &, Zk)}i, it holds that 
(( vk, Bk, Ik)):+ptl is conditionally independent of %n given (V,, mod 1) 
and the conditional distribution does not depend on n. (6) 
Further, conditionally on {I, = l} it holds that V, is independent of %, = 
a{(( Vk, &, Zk))G-‘, B,, I,,} and V, =D Ho. Thus, with K,, = inf{k > 0: Zk = 1) and, for 
nz0, K,,+,= inf{k > K,: Zk = l}, a simple stopping time argument renders 
V,,t is independent of X,,, and V,_ =D Ho. (7) 
Our next task will be to establish that 2, defined by 2, = (z,, IN,) where hr, = 
inf{n: 3, > t}, is regenerative w.r.t. ( ?In)F and that the non-time-homogeneity is 
periodic. This is equivalent to proving that for each A E @07m) and B E (2’03”)m there 
is a function J; independent of n, such that 
p(&,,z E A, (I,):+,, E BI 9”) =f( V, mod 1); (8) 
observe that (V, mod 1) = (3, mod 1). From (5) we get the first equality in 
P(&,,z E A, (zk):+, E BI((Vk, Bk, I,))?) 
= hud~+‘,,te~ ~(&,zEAi((Vk, Bk))?) 
= h(~,),“,,tw P(&.ZEA(((Vk, Bk))z+:+lr (V, mod 1)) 
= h(Ik)~+,~wg (((vk, Bk))f+P+I, (vn mod 1)) say 
(where g does not depend on n), while the second and third follow easily from the 
fact that .? is periodically regenerative w.r.t. u{( Vk, Bk)}:, n 20. 
Take conditional expectation w.r.t. 97” and apply (6) to obtain (8). 
Denote the state space of i (8, ‘E?) and the type B(. 1.). Since K, is a stopping 
time w.r.t. (Sk): [lo, Proposition 1.1(a)] yields 
~(~,“~EA~~~,,)=~(AX[O,OO)~ISK.)=~(AX[O,~~)~~V,~), AE@‘*‘=). 
Define T = ( T,, ) $ by T,, = [SK”] + 1. Since SK,, = [SK”_,] + 1-t BKm + VKm and VkH s 
c < 1 we have T, = [SK,_,]+ BKm +2 implying that T, is %‘,“-measurable. Further, 
K,c.. . s K, yields X&c . . . c X’,+ and thus U{ T,, . . . , T,} c X,“. This together 
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with (7) renders the final two equalities in 
r?@&A, V~~EBI(T~)O”)=IE[~I,,“,BJ$(~~~,ZEA~~~,)I(T~)~I 
= Ul,,“d3}P =W+WYl VK.)I(T~)~~I=IE[~(VK~~B)~(AX[O,CO)OOI V~n)l 
= ~(Ax[O,oo)“~s)dH,(s), AE @o,m), B~93[0,oo), 
B 
(9) 
i.e. (O,,z, VKn) is independent of (7”): and has a distribution independent of n. 
Both 0,Z = B,_,“Q,,Z and ( T’+k - T,,)F=‘=, are determined by (OsKnZ, V,,,) and 
consequently 2 is a time-homogeneous regenerative process with T, as regeneration 
times. Since i( * 1. ) and Ho are determined by p( * 1. ), so is q( . ). q 
Proof of Theorem l(b). The first statement is obvious and R is supported by no 
sub-lattice of the integers since 
R{d-l}=P(Z,+,=l, B,+,=&2)=;q>O 
and 
R{d}=$(IKo+l=l, B,+,=d-l)=;q>O. 0 
Proof of Theorem l(c). From (9) we obtain $(&,,,ZE . , VK,, E * ) = 
$,,,(&,,ZE a, Sol .) and thus lP(e,ZE .)=$,,JB,_,B,ZE .)=$“,(e,zE .). q 
Proof of Theorem l(d). Assume that IE[f(0,Z)Is,,_,]l~ C. Observe that s,,_, is 
sN,_,-measurable and thus conditionally independent of B,Z given SN,_,, cf. [lo, 
Proposition 1 .l (b)]. This renders 
lW(e,Z) 1 %-,I1 = lmu-w~ I s.+,il SS,-,]I s c. 
Further, TM,-, = [~KzE,,_,]+ 1, where fi, = inf{n: SK, > t}, is ??R,_,-measurable and 
thus conditionally independent of B,Z given s,,_, rendering IE[f( 0,Z) ( T,,,_J s 
c. cl 
Proof of Theorem l(e). Clearly 
NTOc F N&,, Sk-, + d + 1] = ? eSk_,Nd+lf{K,zkI. 
k=l k=l 
Since {K,~k}={Z,=O,... , &-_l = 0)~ %k_r and since &_lN~+, iS determined by 
t9,_li and hence conditionally independent of %k_l given Sk_,, this yields 
where Co = SUP.~~~~.~) .!.J,(d+l)<oo, cf. [lo, Lemma 2.11. Now put Y=s,, and 
observe that 
N(t, TM,]6 N(r, t+d]+ N[Y, T,,,,,]. (10) 
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Since Z is regenerative with 3, as regeneration times and since N[ Y, T,,,] is 
determined by 0,z in the same way as NT”= N[S,,, T,] by fI,Z it holds (cf. [ 10, 
Proposition 1.1(a)]) that F[N[Y, T,,,,y]j Y=s]=[E,~[N,l~C,(l/q). Further, T,,+, 
is %N,-measurable and since 2 is regenerative w.r.t. (@I,,); 
apply [ 10, Proposition 1.1(a)] and recall that Y = s,,), 
we obtain (once more 
=[E[IE[N[Y, T,+,,l\ YI~TM,-II+ 
Finally, IE[N(t, t+d]]S,_,]~C,, (cf. [lo, Example 1.21) and (d) yields IE[N(f t+ 
d] TM,_1] 
N( . ) (see [lo, Example 1.21) and recall that IE,[ N( . )] = GU. 
Theorem 2. Suppose /\st[o,,j P, is nonsingular. Then 
(a) 9$,(.1., is weakly ergodic; 
(a’) lim,,, II GU - G’UIIL,,,+,I = 0, a E [0, CO), for all distributions G, G’ on [0, a). 
4. The equilibrium delay distribution. Periodic ergodicity 
Observe that (S, mod 1); is a Markov chain. The n-step transition probability 
from s E [0, 1) to AE %‘[O, 1) is easily seen to be CT=, P”(s, k+A). We use the 
following convention: if rrrO,,) is an invariant distribution for (S, mod 1): then r 
denotes the periodic extension of rtO,rj from [0, 1) to (-CO, a), i.e. ~(n + A) = 
T~~,~)(A) for all AE %[O, 1) and --oo< n <CO. Clearly 
n(A) = P”(s, k+A) rr(ds) 1 
= P”(s, A)n(ds), A E a[O, 1). (11) 
Theorem 3. Suppose G, is an equilibrium delay distribution for S and G,U[O, 1) c ~0. 
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an qo,~) = l))G~~o,~~ is an invariant distribution for (S, mod l);, 
m=jIo,, m(P,)rr(ds)= l/G,U[O, l)<c~ and G, satisjies 
G,(A) =L J P(s, A)v(ds), AE %[O, 00). m (-m,~) (12) 
Conversely, if 7rLo,,) is an invariant distribution for (S, mod l)? and m = 
s lo,Ij m(P,)rr(ds)<W then G, deJined by (12) . IS an equilibrium delay distribution for 
S and G,U = (l/m)rt,,,,. 
Lemma 2. Suppose (S, mod 1): has an invariant distribution T[~,~,. Then 
J [I P(s, [x, a))rr(ds) I I dx = m(P,)r(ds). C0.l) c-m?) lO.1) 
Proof. Starting with the left-hand side in the above equality renders 
P(s,[n+x,co))~(ds) dx 1 
~o~x~l~l~x-l~-s~x~~(~, [n +x, 00)) dxdds) 1 
=J[_,.,,L!.J l{- s~y+s)l~O~yrl$‘s[n +Y, 00) dy dds) 1 
= I,-,,, Eo J:s Ps[n +Y, ~0) dy dds) 1 
+ I,,.,, E sd-’ ps[n +Y, ~1 dy 1 dds) 
J [i 
co 
= 
10.1) 0 
PJy, 00) dy ]dds) = ~~,,, m(P )dds). 0 
Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose S has an equilibrium delay distribution G, and that 
G,U[O, 1) <co. Note that G,U[O, 1) = (l/n)lE,~[N[O, n)]>OsinceP(iV[O, n)>O)>O 
for some n. Let T be the periodic extension of (l/G,U[O, l))G,U from [0, ~0) to 
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(-cc, co). For any delay distribution G we have 
PG(V(f)~A)=PG(SO~t+A)+ : P,(S,_,<~,S,E~+A) 
n=* 
=G(t+A)+ f 
I 
P(s, t + A)PG(S,._, E ds) 
n=r [O,r) 
= G(t+A)+ c P(s, t +A)GU(ds), A E %‘[O, ~0). (13) 
Since G = G, yields V(1) =D G, this renders (with 
k 2 0) 
A=[k+x,co), XE[O,~O) and 
G,[k+x,k+l+x)= 
I 
P(s,[k+l+x,co) 
t%r) 
)GU(ds) 
and, summing over k s 0, 
Ge[x, ~0) = J : P(s,[k+l+x,co))G,U(ds) [o.I) k=o 
= G,U[O, 1) P(s, Lx, a))r(ds). 
(-m/J) 
Hence G, satisfies (12) with m replaced by l/ G,U[O, 1). Further, 7rto,,) is an invariant 
distribution for (S, mod 1); since, with A E 93[0, l), 
r(A) = G :lo 1l < p~,(Sn EA) 
n 0 
= .;do: 1) [G,(A) + f, l,o,,j J’(s, APc(Sn-I E ds)] 
= 
I 
P(s, A)r(ds)+ 
1 
(-m/J) G,WO, 1) I 
P(s, A)GJJ(ds) 
10.1) 
= J P(s, A)r(ds): (-m.l) 
cf. (11). Finally, from (13) we obtain 
1 1 
G,U[O, 1) = G,U[O, 1) 
P,<( V(x) 2 0) 
zz J PCs, [x, a))dds)+ J PCs, Lx, a))ddS) (-00.0) [0.x) 
= J Hs, Lx, m)h(ds) (--a)71 (14) 
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and integrating over x E[O, 1) yields m = l/GeUIO, 1) due to Lemma 2. The first 
part of the theorem is thus established. 
Conversely, suppose ~t~,~) is an invariant distribution for (S, mod 1): and m = 
I L0,1j m(Ps)rr(ds) <CO. Denote c, =jc_m,xj P(s, [x, oo))T(ds), assume that C,<CO and 
define G, by (12) with m replaced by cO. Compare (12) and (11) to obtain, with 
A E WO, I), 
P(s, A)n(ds) 
and thus 
$G,(% E A) = 
1 
=-I 
P”(s, A)r(ds) -1 
co [%I) 
c, [o ,) pn+‘(s, A)g(ds). 
1. 
Summing over n 2 0 yields 
G,U(A) = f $,C(S, E A) =$r(A), AE L%[O, I), 
n=O 
since lim,,, P”+‘(s, A) = 0, for all A E CB[O, l), due to limn+oo S,, = ~0 a.s. This, (13) 
and the definition of G, renders 
&(V(~)EA)=G,(~+A)+~ 
I 
P(s, l+A)n(ds) 
co ro.11 
1 
=-I 
P(s, A)r(ds)+l 
5 
P(s, A)r(ds) 
C 0 (-m,-1) Co [--1,O) 
= G,(A), A E LB[O, 00). 
Thus G, is an equilibrium delay distribution for S and G,U = ( l/co)~to,,). Further, 
(14) yields c, = co, for all x 2 0, implying co = m, due to Lemma 2, and the proof is 
complete if we can establish our assumption that co < 00. Now m < 00 together with 
Lemma 2 yields the existence of an a E [0, 1) such that c, < 00. Repeating the above 
calculations with P( s, * ), rr and c, replaced by P( a + s, a + . ), ~(a + * ) and c,,, 
renders c,,, = c,,forallx~O,andthus co=cl=c,+~,_,~=c,<co. 0 
Theorem 4. Suppose /\stLo.Ij P, is nonsingular. Then (S, mod 1): has a unique 
invariant distribution rrto,,) and it holds that S has an equilibrium delay distribution 
G, if and only if m =jro,,, m(P,)r(ds) < 0;). In that case G, is unique, satisjes (12) 
and G,lJ = (l/m)rrr,,,,. 
Proof. Suppose Ps, s E[O, l), are supported by [0, 1). Then it is easily seen that 
T,-T,sd(K,-K,) and thus m(R)=lE[T,-T,]Cd(l/q)<co. Since (V(t))ro,m, is 
a time-homogeneous regenerative process with T,, as regeneration times, this together 
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with [lo, Corollary 1.21 yields the existence of a limit distribution for V(n). Hence 
(V(n)); has a unique invariant distribution, i.e. S has a unique equilibrium delay 
distribution G,. Further, G,U[O, 1) <cc (cf. [lo, Lemma 2.11) and it follows from 
Theorem 3 that rtO,,) = (l/ G,U[O, l))G,Ut,,,, is an invariant distribution for 
(S, mod 1);. If vi,,,, is another such distribution then m’ = I[,,,) m( P,)&(ds) s 1 
and Theorem 3 renders the existence of an equilibrium delay distribution CL such 
that &,i) = (I/GLUO, I))G6%,i,. But G, is unique and hence CL = G, implying 
~r[‘~,i) = rtO,,), i.e. Vet,,) is unique. 
When the P,‘s are not supported by [0, l), let s” have recurrence distributions 
defined by Fs(A)=CTc’=, P,(k+A), for AE%[O, l), and FJl,a)=O. Then r’,= 
R mod 1, r\sr,o,ij j% is nonsingular and (5” mod 1): has the same transition proba- 
bilities as (S, mod 1);. Hence (S, mod 1): has a unique invariant distribution v[~,,). 
Finally, we have a consequence of Theorem 3: If m <CO then G, exists. If, 
conversely, G, exists then G,U[O, 1) < ~0 (cf. [ 10, Lemma 2.11) and the uniqueness 
of 7rr0,,, yields nn[O,,) = (l/G,U[O, l))G,Uto,,,, m = l/G,U[O, 1) <co and G, satisfies 
(12) and hence is unique. 0 
Theorem 5. It holds that m(R) <a if and only ifm <a. 
Proof. If m(R) <cc then S has an equilibrium delay distribution (cf. the first part 
of the proof of Theorem 4) and Theorem 4 yields m <CO. Suppose m < 03, let G, 
be the equilibrium delay distribution (see Theorem 4) and put G = G, in the proof 
of Theorem 1. Observe that 
TM,, s s,,, + d + 1 on {IN,+, = I> 
and thus 
PG,(TM,, -n c x) 3 P,,(&,, - n + d + 1 s x, IN,,+, = 1). 
Further, observe that Qs,,,,([O, co) x {d - 2, d - 1) x {j}) = q or (1 - q) according as 
j = 1 or j = 0. Hence I,,, is independent of a{( V,, Bk, Z,)},” = a{(&, Bk, I,)},” and 
~G,(L+l= 1) = q. Since N,, is a stopping time w.r.t. (($, Bk, Zk))? this renders SN,, 
independent of IN,+, and PG,(I~,,+, = 1) = q. It follows that 
P G, ( TM,, -nsx)*q$,e(.?R,,-nsx-d-l). 
Clearly 3~~ - n c d + V( n + d) and thus 
P,_(TM,,-~ <~)aqP,~(V(n+d)sx-2d-l)=qG,(x-2d-1). 
Choosing x sufficiently large yields lim inf,,, P,?( TM,, - n 4 x) > 0. But PG~( T,,, - 
n < x) = P’,J Tk E (n, n +x] for some k) is well-known to tend to zero as n + ~0 if 
m(R) = CO, and the proof is complete. q 
The following theorem is an obvious consequence of Theorem 1,4 and 5 together 
with [lo, Corollary 1.2 and Section 1.61. 
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in 
K,,- 1 
D q3&I-,]+1+Bhi,+1=[vJ+1+ 1 (B,+[V,]+l)+B,“+l 
k=l 
‘[~“]+l+“f’(ik+[~k]+~)+&,+l 
k=l 
(15) 
For x~[d, CO), SE[O, 00) and t~[0, d] we have 
s F[x -y, 00) U,(dy) d CF[x - d, ~0) 
where C = ~up~~t~,~, U,[O, d] < ~0 (cf. [lo, Lemma 2.11). Define the distribution n by 
H[x,co)=1 CF[x, co) for x > x0 and 
1-q 
H[x, 03) = 1 for x s x0 
where x0 is such that (l/( 1 - q))CF[x,, ~0) s 1. Certainly g < F and it is clear that 
(l/(1 -4))(K,, - q&J) s ” I?(. - d) for s E [0, ~0) and t E [0, d]. Consult (4) to obtain 
$(&dE jeO ,..., e&I?, nzl. (16) 
Let YO, Y,, . . . be independent and independent of M, Y. =O G and 
y, =D y2 =D.. . =D I?. Then (15), (16) and c,, cD Y0 easily render D s D T,. 
Further, with G = Ho it holds that R = D( + + 1) and e,,< 1. Hence (15) and (16) 
render R s D f The moment results are easy to establish, cf. [lo, Section 4.11. Cl 
Proposition 2. Suppose cp E @u ly and sup,,tO,,) m,(P,) <co. Then m,(R) <CO. Zf 
also m,(G)<a then m,(D)<m. 
Proof. Suppose cp 3 0 is nondecreasing and SU~,,[~,,) m+,( I’,) < co. Then [ 10, Lemma 
2.61 yields the existence of a finite constant c such that m,( H,,) s c for all s E [0, 00) 
and t E [0, d]. Let (( c,,, I?,)): and M be as in the proof of Proposition 1 and consult 
(4) to obtain 
Thus, with C = m,(G) v c/( 1 - q), it holds that tE[cp( e,,)] c C, n 2 0. The rest of the 
proof is similar to ‘Proof assuming (a)’ and ‘Proof assuming (b)’ in [lo, Section 
4.21 with Lemma 4.1 replaced by (15) and with (4.6) and (4.20) respectively replaced 
by IE[?Js C, n>O. Cl 
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Theorem 7. Let G, F be distributions on [0, a), cp be nondecreasing, g(x) = 5,” q(s) ds 
and 4(x) =I,” Q(s) ds. Suppose A\sE-[o,Ij P, is nonsingular, m COO and P, C” F, 
SE[O, 1). Then 92rC.~.,(G<DG) is 
(a) uniformly periodically ergodic ; 
(b) uniformly periodically ergodic of order cp provided 9 E A, mm(G) < 00 and 
m,(F)<co; 
(c) uniformly periodically ergodic of geometric order provided G, F have finite 
geometric moments. 
Further, it holds that 
provided PEA, m,(G)<oo and m,(F)<co; 
Cc’) 3pE (1,a): k&p sup 
GSDG lIGu-~~ll~,,~~=~~ 
provided G, F have finite geometric moments; 
(d’) lim cp(t) ;zFC I)GLJ-~~ll~I,_j=O (-03 
provided (p E A, m,(G) < 00 and m+(F) < co. 
Theorem 8. Suppose r\sECo,Ij P, is nonsingular and m <CO. Then 
(a) sp(+Jm,(G) < ~0) 
is weakly ergodic of order cp provided cp E ly u @ and SU~,,,~,,, mq( P,) < 00; 
(a’) f~~cp(t)llGU-G’UIII,,,+,l=O, a~[O,a), 
provided ‘PE 9”~ @, m,(G)<q m,(G’)<co and SU~,,,~,,) m,(P,)<oo; 
(b’) GU-G’U 
is a bounded signed measure provided G, G’ have finite first moments and 
su~,,[~,~) m(P,) <a; 
(c’) ~~~cp(t)llG~-G’~lI~,,,,=O 
provided q(x) =I,” q(s) d s is a member of @, m,(G)<co, m,(G’)<co and 
su~,,[~,~) m+(K) <a. 
Theorem 7 follows from Proposition 1 (and [lo, Corollary 1.2 and Section 1.61) 
and Theorem 8 from Proposition 2 (and [ 10, Theorem 1.4 and Section 1.61) while 
a combination of Proposition 1 and 2 yields the following theorem. 
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Theorem 9. Suppose /I\st~o,l~ P, is nonsingular, let C? be a distribution on [0, CO), cp 
increase strictly to injinity, g(x) =s,” q(s) ds and d(x) =I,” q(s) ds. Then 
(4 CR~(.,.)( G 2 c?) 
is uniformly periodically ergodic of order cp provided cp E ly u CD, m,( c?) < 00 and 
su~~~t~,~) m+(PS) <a; 
provided cp E T u @, mV( C?) < oo and SU~,,[~,,, m,( P,) < oo; 
is jinite and 
!2 ,“:& lIG+ll[,,m~=o 
provided G has jinitefirst moment and sup,,to,,) m,(P,) <CO; 
(c’) f;2 cp(t) ;I!, llG~-+~llLl,~j=O 
provided (p E @, ma( c?) < ~0 and SU~,,[~,,) m,(P,) < 00. 
Proof. Observe that cp E W u @ implies (p E @ and that it is no restriction to assume 
that cp has a density q3 w.r.t. Lebesgue measure. Put c = SU~.~~~~,,, m,( P.,) < CO. Define 
a distribution F by F[x, ~0) = c/$(x) or 1 according as x > x0 or x s x0 where x0 > 0 
is such that +5(x,) 3 c. Then 
(p( t)P,(dt) &-- 
9(x) 
implying P, sD I? Also 
+(x)F[x, a) dx = c I m cp(x) -dx<oo x0 s;(x) 
(since jzO l/x2 dx<co, cf. [5, p. 1721) implying m,(F)<oo. This together with 
m,(G) (~0 and Proposition 1 (observe that cp E A) renders the existence of a 
distribution b such that D sD d and m,( 0) <co. Also, c <co implies m,(R) < 00, 
due to Proposition 2. Now (a) follows from Theorem l(a), (b) and [lo, Corollary 
1.21. Further, (a’) follows from Theorem l(a), (b), (d), Theorem 4 and [lo, Theorem 
1.2, Proposition 1.2, Lemma 1.2 and Example 1.21. Replacing Cp, p, @ by cp, Cp, @ in 
the above calculations renders (c’) and, in particular, with q(x) = 1, q(x) = x, 
G(x) =4x’ we obtain (b’). 0 
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6. A key periodic renewal theorem 
For each t E (-CO, CO) let f( . , t) be a measurable function from (-CO, ~0) to (-co, ~0) 
satisfying f(s, t)=O for SE(?,~D) and f(l+s, l+t)=f(s, t) for all S, tE(-a,a). 
With fS( t) =f(s, s + t) this becomes fS( t) = 0 for t E (-00,0) and fS =fS mod ,. For a 
measure p on (-CO, 00) let pf be the function on (-03, ~0) defined by 
pf(t) = f(s, t)p(ds) = 
I 
f,(t-s)p(ds), tE (-00, ~0). 
Theorem 10. Suppose A\stLo,,j P, is nonsingular and m <CO. Then for any distribution 
G on [0, CO), any r E [0, 1) and any f such that f( . , r) is bounded, lim,,_, f(s, r) = 0, 
and rrl f I( r) < co, it holds that 
,l\:GUf(n+r)=i7if.(r). (17) 
Further, ler 6(. ) and E (. ) be functions from (-CO, ~0) to [0, ~0) such that 6(x) i 0 and 
e(x)&0 as x+ --CO. Then the convergence is uniform in r and f satisfying 
If(s, r)Isa(s), sE(--cO,a), (184 
I 
If(s, r)(r(ds) c e(x), x~ (-03, ~0). (18b) 
(+=,x1 
Finally, let F and C? be distributions on [0, ~0) and suppose I’, dD F, s E [0, 1). Then 
the convergence is uniform in r and f satisfying (18a and b) and also in G satisfying 
GsDG. 
Lemma 3. Suppose A\stLo,lj P, is nonsingular and m < ~0. Then for each integer k 2 0 
there exists a function b( k, * ) from [0, ~0) to [0, ~0) such that b( k, t) & 0, as t + 03, and 
IIG,*H,U-G~*H,UII,,,,,~b(k, t), tE[O,m), 
for all distributions G,, G& supported by (0,. . . , k}. 
Proof. Put 
b(k, t)= i 5 I(~i*HoLI_6,*H,uI)[,,,,, 
t=Oj=O 
Then 
In order to prove that b(k, 0) <CO and b(k, t)iO as t + 03, put G = 6, * Zf,, PO= 
[So] + 1= i + 1 and ?” = Tn-,, n 2 1. Then N is a regenerative random measure with 
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?,, as regeneration times. ? has the recurrence distribution R and Theorem 5 renders 
m(R) < 00. Also, [E[?O]=i+l<co and with II?, = inf{n: ?n > t} we have 
QW[O, MG-,I s some finite constant (cf. Theorem l(d) and [ 10, Example 1.21). 
Proceed in the same way with G’= 6; * H,, and consult [ 10, Theorem 1.2, 
Proposition 1.3(b) and Lemma 1.21 to obtain 116, * H,, U - 8, * Ho UIJ < 00 and 
~~6,*H,U-6,*H0U~] t,,ooj 10 as t + ~0. Summing over i, j E (0, . , k} yields the desired 
result. 0 
Proof of Theorem 10. Put pG(A) =E,[N(An[O, To--l])], AE 9[0, a), and Dk’= 
D( * n [0, k])/ D( k), k 2 ko, where k,, is such that D( k,) > 0 and D,( k,) > 0: when 
G = G, write D = D, and DCk’ = 0:“‘. Ob serve that GU=pLG+D(l+ .)*H,U and 
1 
;rrl.(r)=GJf(n+r)+l 
m 
Hence 
1 
GUf(n+r)--rf(r) 
m 
+lkf(n+r)l+ i I 
=~,(n)+~,(k, n)+a,(k, n)+adk n)+dn)+dn), say. 
Suppose f(. , r) is bounded, lim,,_,f(s, r) = 0 and nlfl(r) < CO. Then there exist 
functions a(.) and F(.) such that S(x)40 and s(x)JO as x+00 and such that (18a 
and b) holds. On {T,,> t} = {M, = 0} we have 
Ql(4 Lf]lI TM,pIl=uN(t, CJII T-,l=QN(t, Toll To> tl 
and Theorem 1 (e) renders IE[ N( f, To]] s CD( 1, a) implying p&O, a) s C and 
pL,(n/2,a)sCD(n/2,a). Thus 
and, in particular, 
n,(n)sC6(-q)+S(l)CDe(~,~)+0 as n+oa 
(19) 
(20) 
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With b(k, * ) as in Lemma 3 we get 
%(k n) s 
+ ,‘*( s, r~+r)lID(~‘(l+ .)*II&,U-D:~‘(~+ )*H,JJ~(ds) .n r 
SIID’k’(l+ .)*H,U-D;k’(l+ .)*H,U\(S -5 
( ) 
+6(1)11D’k’(l+ *)*H,lJ-LIr’(l+ .)*HolJll[n,2,m) 
Sb(k,0)6 
( > 
-5 +S(l)b(k, n/2)+0 as n +a. (21) 
For all integers n 2 0 it holds that 
and 
+ n+r)lIH,U-D$‘Q(l+ .)*H,Uj(ds) 
s ‘(l) +S(l)llH,U-DF’(l+ .)*&Ull =b, say, 
mD,(k,) 
and b is finite due to Lemma 3. Further, 
a,(k,n)~IID(1+.)-D’k’(l+.)(IsupH,Ulfl(n’+r)~2bD(k,co) 
VI’20 
and, in particular, 
(22) 
a,(k, n)s2bD,(k,co). (23) 
From (18b), (19), . . . , (23) we obtain 
hmsup Gcrf(n+r)-i7rj(r) ~2bD(k,~)+2b~,(k,~) 
n-in 
(24) 
and letting k+ CO renders (17). The final terms in (18b), (19), . . . , (23) depend on 
r and f only through 6( .) and F( .) and thus we may replace lim sup,,_ in (24) 
by lim supnea supr,/ where SUP,~ means supremum over r and f satisfying (18a and 
b); this yields the second statement of the theorem. Finally, suppose P, sD F, 
s E [0, l), and G 8 D G. Then Proposition 1 yields the existence of a distribution 0, 
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depending on G only through c?, such that D sD 0. Take k,, such that o( ko) > 0 
and observe that the final terms in (18b), (20), (21) and (23) do not depend on G 
and that we can replace D by D in (19) and (22) without violating the inequalities. 
Hence 
lim sup sup sup GUf( n + I) -i r-(r) 626&k,co)+2bD,(k,oo) 
n-oc GsDG r,f 
and letting k + 00 completes the proof. 0 
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